trending
colours

Winter colour forecast

winter
apricity

Three simple steps:
- Select your colour
- Choose your base
polymer
- Place your order

gratitude

Scandinavian
blue

pine
needle

winter
wool

spiced
hazel

festive
fleece

mulled
wine

- All colours are available in a free
sample
- Technical and safety datasheets
available
- Colours conform to
regulations and directives*
- Our colourists can
provide colour matching
* Please contact us for more details. This series is primarily used
for design purposes, colour may vary according to the human eye
and may not be 100% accurate on the plastic swatch.

The evenings
start to lose their light
and trees shed their
leaves. There is no
bigger desire than fulfilling
that craving of knowing
Christmas is bringing all its
festive joys and unity with all your loved ones. Whether big
or small celebrations, Christmas is still a rare time of the
year where spirits are high and mince pies are in an
abundance.
The influence for the Winter palette begins with those
frosty mornings that lead into bright wilful days. The sun is
low and the sky is a crisp colour of ‘Apricity’, speckled with
the colour of ‘Gratitude’. These are what I call cold fruitful
days. The temperature feel like a startling friendly wake me
up: filling you with all the energy you need to crunch those
errands. These include buying presents to wrap
for going under the tree, preparing the
mince pies and pouring the sherry
ready for Santa’s appearance.
Another great inspiration for the
Winter palette is ‘Pine Needle’,
this colour undoubtedly evokes

inspiration &
influences
the image of the hardy carnivorous winter trees. These
beautiful yuletide trees that deal with all our fancy
trimmings and glittering lights.
The next series of colours were inspired from across the
waters. When your Pinterest page begins to fill with
gorgeous winter cabins and Scandinavian winter holidays:
we long for a week tucked away in a humble winter cabin.
The rooves are the colour of ‘Scandinavian Blue’, the walls
drown in ‘Festive Fleece’ and blessing the white washed
woods with their abundant spotting’s of colour.
There is always lots of fun to be had in the snow: no
matter your age. It is a joyful sight followed by the
comfort of retreating back to the open
fire for a tall mug of mulled wine or a
hot chocolate smothered in
melting marshmallows.
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